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Appendix C

Queries

Identifiers and text descriptions for the queries contained in the Broadcast News and Archive Footage collections. English-language versions of the text descriptions are used where available.

Broadcast News collection - all queries
0149. Find shots of Condoleeza Rice
0150. Find shots of Iyad Allawi, the former prime minister of Iraq
0151. Find shots of Omar Karami, the former prime minister of Lebanon
0152. Find shots of Hu Jintao, president of the People's Republic of China
0153. Find shots of Tony Blair
0154. Find shots of Mahmoud Abbas, also known as Abu Mazen, prime minister of the Palestinian Authority
0155. Find shots of a graphic map of Iraq, location of Baghdad marked - not a weather map
0156. Find shots of tennis players on the court - both players visible at same time
0157. Find shots of people shaking hands
0158. Find shots of a helicopter in flight
0159. Find shots of George W. Bush entering or leaving a vehicle (e.g., car, van, airplane, helicopter, etc) (he and vehicle both visible at the same time)
0160. Find shots of something (e.g., vehicle, aircraft, building, etc) on fire with flames and smoke visible
0161. Find shots of people with banners or signs
0162. Find shots of one or more people entering or leaving a building
0163. Find shots of a meeting with a large table and more than two people
0164. Find shots of a ship or boat
0165. Find shots of basketball players on the court
0166. Find shots of one or more palm trees
0167. Find shots of an airplane taking off
0168. Find shots of a road with one or more cars
0169. Find shots of one or more tanks or other military vehicles
0170. Find shots of a tall building (with more than 5 floors above the ground)
0171. Find shots of a goal being made in a soccer match
0172. Find shots of an office setting, i.e., one or more desks/tables and one or more computers and one or more people
8001. Military formations engaged in tactical warfare, or part of a parade
8002. Government or Civilian leaders at various locations such as press conference, indoors, outdoors, meeting other leaders, addressing crowds, rallies, in parliament or legislative buildings, at photo opportunities etc.
8004. Crowds protesting on streets in urban or rural backgrounds with or without posters/banners
etc.

8006. Funeral Procession or Scenes from a funeral or from a cemetery/crematorium/burial site with participants chanting slogans, and/or armed militia and/or masked people present, people carrying pictures of the dead
8007. People on street expressing sorrow by crying, beating their chests, chanting
8008. Military vehicles or helicopters
8011. Police firing weapons
8012. People touching a coffin
8016. Armed guards at checkpoints with barricade on roads
8017. Injured or dead people lying on the ground in any location such as in front of a mosque, on a street, in open grounds, in water etc
8018. Presidential Candidates
8019. Vice-presidential Candidates
8020. Indoor Debate with Speakers at Podium
8021. Town-hall Style Gathering
8022. U.S. Maps depicting the electoral vote distribution (blue vs. red state)
8027. Indoor scene with speaker addressing audience waving flags and cheering
8029. Person greeting people or crowd
8030. Two people on stage in a debate
8031. People posing for pictures with cameras flashing
8034. Soldier sniping at target
8036. Armed men on the city streets
8039. Tanks rolling on streets
8040. Tanks rolling in desert
8041. Armed uniformed soldiers walking on city lanes
8047. Cars burning on city streets or in the desert. May also have overturned cars by the side of roads
8052. Person People not in uniform firing weapons
8053. Armed Soldiers firing weapons
8059. Person or people not in uniform, firing weapon and hiding behind wall of house or building
8070. Armored Vehicles driving through barren landscapes
8074. Refugee Camps with women and children visible
8080. Empty Streets with buildings in state of dilapidation
8087. Man firing shoulder fired missile in air
8091. Armed Guards standing outside large buildings
8093. Protests turning violent with people throwing missiles, burning objects and clashing with armed military personnel
8099. Military meeting in an indoor setting with flag visible
8100. Vehicles with flags passing on streets
8101. An open air rally with a high podium and people attending
8103. Rebels with guns on streets or in jeeps
8107. People on the streets being interviewed by a reporter speaking into a microphone
8109. Scenes of battle between rebels and military in urban setting
8119. Destroyed aircrafts and helicopters
8121. Demonstrators marching on streets with banners and signs against military brutality
8128. Rebels brandishing and firing weapons in the air

Archive Footage collection - Archive queries
104822. shots f16, saab vliegtuig shots
105957. td43855
123568. zembla 03-06-1999
134947. westerbork zw/w mxf
155376. 111920
168932. zoo haanstra
173107. fotograferen, kiekjes maken, kiekjes mxf mxf
178368. kerstmis
185943. nieuws uit de natuur
186097. den helder, nff, gouden kalf, pipno nps nps nps nps nps nps nps nps
197929. oranjemars
204112. bohr, niels bohr, bohr oppenheimer, bohr heisenberg, bohr noorderlicht
2230. noorderlicht
233476. alle dieren tellen mee
234800. klokhuis wapenaar
24877. roma zigouners
267950. thuis in het universum, het beeld van de dolfijn, het multi-universum, multi-universum
26969. school tv weekjournaal
275011. glas haanstra, haanstra
278588. maritiem, water nps nps
283047. papa godett andere tijden
283349. andere tijden amateurbeelden oorlog, andere tijden tweede wereldoorlog amateurbeelden
289333. 166250
30886. td43855
31094. zoo haanstra
41282. kamp westerbork, kamp vught, kamp sobibor
44680. 874
47903. td37144
53399. sjah
60256. zoo haanstra, haanstra dierentuin
64597. weiland koeien, weiland schaapen, weiland
66109. doodknuppelen zeehond
78951. marco gerris nps
81811. love boat, missionarissen, missionaris, zendeling*, polygoon zendeling, polygoon afrika, poly-
84322. mensen in een dierentuin, mensen in een
94314. zembla verdacht van beursfraude

Archive Footage collection - Future queries
3001. Find shots of a set table, with cutlery and at least one plate visible.
3002. Find shots of mushrooms in the forest.
3003. Find shots of a welder at work.
3004. Find shots of a burning cigarette.
3005. Find shots of a vendor behind the counter of a store
3006. Find shots of a symphony orchestra or chamber orchestra.
3007. Find shots of an elderly woman, with gray or white hair and lots of wrinkles.
3008. Find shots of a field with cows.
3009. Find shots of the working area in a factory.
3010. Find shots of a slum.
3011. Find shots of an old man (gray haired or balding, with many wrinkles) with one or more children.
3012. Find shots of shopping carts.
3013. Find shots of ice skaters with (a part of) their legs visible.
3016. Find shots of religious objects such as gold crosses and statues of saints. Objects may come from all religions.
3017. Find shots with a close-up of an insect on a leaf.
3018. Find shots of a hut with a thatched roof.
3019. Find shots of a computer animation of a process.
3020. Find shots with a patient in an operating room.
3021. Find shots of a large pasture with a house or farm building in the background.
3022. Find shots with the sun or moon shining through the silhouette of a tree or branches.
3024. Find shots of a small child in a child’s chair.
3025. Find shots of a construction site.
3026. Find shots of a naked torso.
3028. Find shots of Princess Maxima and/or Prince Willem Alexander.
3030. Find shots of a meeting in the Lower House of parliament.
3032. Find shots of Queen Beatrix.
3034. Find shots of a group of press photographers.
3035. Find shots of a blonde woman.
3036. Find shots of Job Cohen, the mayor of Amsterdam.

Archive Footage collection - Lab queries
0200. Find shots of hands at a keyboard typing or using a mouse.
0201. Find shots of a canal, river, or stream with some of both banks visible.
0203. Find shots of a street market scene.
0204. Find shots of a street protest or parade.
0205. Find shots of a train in motion.
0206. Find shots with hills or mountains visible.
0207. Find shots of waterfront with water and buildings.
0210. Find shots with one or more people walking with one or more dogs.
0211. Find shots with sheep or goats.
0217. Find shots of a road taken from a moving vehicle through the front windshield.
0219. Find shots that contain the Cook character in the Klokhuis series.
0220. Find grayscale shots of a street with one or more buildings and one or more people.
0221. Find shots of a person opening a door.
0222. Find shots of 3 or fewer people sitting at a table.
0223. Find shots of one or more people with one or more horses.
0224. Find shots of a road taken from a moving vehicle, looking to the side.
0225. Find shots of a bridge.
0226. Find shots of one or more people with mostly trees and plants in the background; no road or building visible.
0227. Find shots of a person’s face filling more than half of the frame area.
0228. Find shots of one or more pieces of paper,
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0229. Find shots of one or more people where a body of water can be seen.
0230. Find shots of one or more vehicles passing the camera.
0231. Find shots of a map.
0232. Find shots of one or more people, each walking into a building.
0233. Find shots of one or more black and white photographs, filling more than half of the frame area.
0234. Find shots of a vehicle moving away from the camera.
0235. Find shots of a person on the street, talking to the camera.
0236. Find shots of waves breaking onto rocks.
0237. Find shots of a woman talking to the camera in an interview located indoors - no other people visible.
0238. Find shots of a vehicle approaching the camera.
0239. Find shots of one or more people standing, walking, or playing with one or more children.
0240. Find shots of one or more people with one or more books.
0241. Find shots of food and/or drinks on a table.
0242. Find shots of one or more people, each in the process of sitting down in a chair.
0243. Find shots of one or more people, each looking into a microscope.
0244. Find shots of a vehicle moving towards the camera.
0245. Find shots of a person watching a television screen - no keyboard visible.
0246. Find shots of one or more people in a kitchen.
0247. Find shots of one or more people with one or more animals.
0248. Find shots of a crowd of people, outdoors, filling more than half of the frame area.
0249. Find shots of a classroom scene.
0250. Find shots of an airplane exterior.
0251. Find shots of a person talking on a telephone.
0252. Find shots of one or more people, each riding a bicycle.
0253. Find shots of one or more people, each walking up one or more steps.
0254. Find shots of a person talking behind a microphone.
0255. Find shots of just one person getting out of or getting into a vehicle.
0256. Find shots of one or more people, singing and/or playing a musical instrument.
0257. Find shots of a plant that is the main object inside the frame area.
0258. Find shots of one or more people sitting outdoors.
0259. Find shots of a street scene at night.
0260. Find shots of one or more animals - no people visible.
0261. Find shots of one or more people at a table or desk, with a computer visible.
0262. Find shots of one or more people in white lab coats.
0263. Find shots of one or more ships or boats, in the water.
0264. Find shots of one or more colored photographs, filling more than half of the frame area.
0266. Find shots of a man talking to the camera in an interview located indoors - no other people visible.
0267. Find shots of more than 3 people sitting at a table.
0268. Find shots with the camera zooming in on a person's face.
0269. Find shots of one or more signs with lettering.
9001. Find shots of a vehicle travelling past a road sign.
9002. Find shots of people eating.
9003. Find shots of a discussion with more than one people wearing glasses.
9004. Find shots of at least one boat or any watercraft (including submarines, canoes, etc.)
9005. Find shots of traffic signs.
9006. Find shots showing interior or exterior building doors with at least half the height and half the width subtended by glass.
9007. Find shots of numbers overlayed on the screen. The height of the numbers should be larger than at least half of the screens.
9008. Find shots of one or more people reading a book, a magazine or a newspaper.
9009. Find shots of a person playing a guitar.
9010. Find shots of people walking in a forest.
9011. Find shots of the interior or exterior of a church.
9012. Find shots of apes or monkeys.